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File preview

Dear customer,

We thank you for buying our products and we appreciate your interest on

our 1/18 scale Wallis WA-116 Agile autogyro model kit which is one of our

best seller &amp; most wanted products.

In case you 'll notice slight traces of oil on the kit parts surface when

you got the item, it is absolutely normal. This oil is actually left after the

3D printing process was finished and the kit parts been removed from the

printer tray to be washed into an ultrasonic oil bath and later an

ultrasonic water bath and might escaped the clean inspection and dry by

hand procedure. So, if you notice oily traces, the 3D printed kit parts can

be cleaned easily by sinking everything into a plastic bowl filled with White

Spirit and then place them on soft paper towels and allow to dry.

Feel free to ask any help or info during your model building process. You

allready got the assembling instructions in your hands, but we'd like you

to know that Anyuta 3D will be always next to you for anything you might

need in order to build a realistic scale model for your showcase.

Regards,

Anyuta 3D print creations &amp; scale models

HTTP://WWW.ANYUTA3D.COM



Wallis WA-116 Agile autogyro

1/18 scale 3d printed model kit by anyuta creations

The Wallis WA-116 is a British autogyro developed in the early 1960s by

former RAF Wing Commander Ken Wallis. The aircraft was produced in a

number of variants, one of which, nicknamed "Little Nellie", was flown in

the 1967 James Bond 007 film "You Only Live Twice".



STEP-BY-STEP MODEL KIT BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS

This is a Wallis WA-116 autogyro unassembled model kit produced under

1/18 scale for aviation hobby or military diorama enthousiasts &amp; scale

modeler builders. This kit contains all the necessary parts for assembling

ONE miniature under 1/18 scale. All parts are 3D printed with Frosted

Ultra Detail matte translucent plastic material, which is highly

recomended for best results on detail. Any additional diorama accessories

are not included into this model kit and should be purchased separately

from “ANYUTA 3d print creations” products catalog. Please follow the

step-by-step model kit building instructions. Due to parts complexity, the

kit is appropriate for experienced modelers. For additional info, building

instructions and directions, contact with us and we ‘ll be happy to help.



The scale model kit contains 23 parts, 3D printed with Frosted Ultra Detail matte

translucent plastic material. Please check &amp; identify each part closely before

proceeding to building process. Cyanoacrylate glue is recommended for best results.



This is the four-cylinder horizontally opposed air cooled engine as seen from the top

side with the circle-shaped openings. This model kit contains one (1) four-cylinder

horizontally opposed air cooled engine and two (2) caps / wedges to fill the openings.



Slide the engine block carefully parallel to the main tube frame and place it such

way to align the engine’s center slot right onto the frame’s support beam. Use extra

caution while installing the engine &amp; avoid violent moves to prevent plastic fracture.



This is how the four-cylinder horizontally opposed air cooled engine block should

look like (when seen from top side) when correctly fit onto the main frame. Use extra

caution while installing the engine &amp; avoid violent moves to prevent plastic fracture.



This is how the four-cylinder horizontally opposed air cooled engine block should

look like (when seen from underneath) when correctly fit onto main frame. Use extra

caution while installing the engine &amp; avoid violent moves to prevent plastic fracture.



Slide carefully &amp; attach the cabin cover section onto the main frame. Insert the

frame’s beam into the slot as shown on the above picture. Try dry fit testing before

the final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure in place.



As soon as cabin cover section is secured onto the main frame, align and place the

control stick &amp; drive shaft components into the cabin (marked with red arrows), as

shown on picture. Secure part in place by adding a drop of cyanoacrylate super glue.



This is how the control stick and drive shaft components part should look like when

correctly installed into the cabin (marked with red circles). Try dry fit testing before

the final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure in place.



Insert the pilot’s seat into the cabin cover’s upper opening as shown on the picture.

Try dry fit testing before the final gluing. Use extra caution while installing seat

and avoid violent moves to prevent plastic fracture. use super glue for best results.



This is how the pilot’s seat should look like when correctly installed into the cabin

brackets (marked with red circles) as seen from rearside. Try dry fit testing before

final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure part in place.



As soon as the control stick and the pilot’s seat parts are installed into the cabin

area, the throttle lever part should be attached on the outer side of cabin cover.

Try dry fit test before final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results.



Insert the pin located under cabin into the nose wheel shock absorber slot as shown

on the above picture and make sure that axes are aligned. Keep in mind that if the

nose wheel is tilted, then the tail rudder fin should be also positioned accordingly.



This is how the nose wheel should look like when correctly installed underneath the

cabin (marked with red circles) as seen from lower side. Try dry fit testing before

final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure part in place.



Align and carefully slide the “A” shaped main landing gear supporting section slots

on anchoring points found on the main frame, as the red arrows indicate on picture.

Successful assembly of landing gear section will positively affect process to follow.



This is how the main landing gear should look like when correctly installed on the

main frame (marked with red circles) as seen from underneath. Try dry fit testing

before final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure parts.



This is how the main landing gear should look like when correctly installed on the

main frame (marked with red circles) as seen from above. Try dry fit testing before the

final gluing and use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure the parts.



These are the 20-litres cylindrical fuel tank mounted on cenral frame, just behind

the pilot’s seat and the sealling caps. Be sure you identify parts correctly before

proceeding to next step. The kit contains one (1) cylindrical fuel tank &amp; two (2) caps.



The 20-litres cylindrical fuel tank is made hollow &amp; the two sealing caps can be

removed if building a refueling diorama scene. Attach fuel tank by sliding carefully

onto main frame as shown on picture &amp; secure in place with cyanoacrylate super glue.



This is how the cylindrical fuel tank should look like when correctly installed on

the main frame (marked with red circle) as seen from underneath. Try dry fit testing

before final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure parts.



This is the battery pack also mounted just behind the pilot’s seat. Attach the battery

pack by sliding carefully onto vertical frame and install above cylindrical fuel tank

as shown on picture. Secure in place with cyanoacrylate super glue for best results.



This is how the battery pack looks like when correctly attached on the vertical

frame and installed above fuel tank, as seen from lower side. Try dry fit testing

before final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure parts.



Insert these two cylindrical-shaped wedges as shown on picture. These plugs should

fill the openings found on the engine part upper area. Try dry fit testing before final

gluing and use cyanoacrylate super glue for the best results to secure these plugs.



This is the autogyro’s power propeler. The part should be installed on the rear end

of the previously installed engine block, by sliding the engine’s pin into propeller’s

slot. Be sure you identify the part correctly. The kit contains one (1) power propeler.



Align the tail rudder fin’s slots onto main frame’s rear side &amp; attach the part to

vertical stabilizer hinges, as shown on the above picture. Try dry fit testing before

the final gluing &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results to secure in place.



Since the rudder fin can be instaled turned with max 40° deflection left or right, the

servo wires can be inserted into slots &amp; placed as required. Notice that if rudder fin

is tilted, then the nose wheel under the cabin cover should be positioned accordingly



This is the upper drive shaft connecting the free-run rotor shaft with the autofyro’s

main frame. Be sure you identify this part correctly before proceeding to next step.

Try dry fit testing before final gluing. Use cyanoacrylate super glue to secure part.



The single pin found on the top of vertical frame should be aligned into a slot found

underneath the upper drive shaft as shown on picture. Avoid any violent moves while

installing part to prevent damage plastic material &amp; secure in place with super glue.



The kit contains two (2) cylindrical shaped bars of same length. These bars will be

installed on selected points on scale model to link the control stick and the upper

drive shaft. Be sure you identify the parts correctly before proceeding to next step.



Insert these two bars from above as marked with red arrows on the above picture,

until the bar’s lower pin reach and insert into the crank slots found on the control

stick &amp; drive shaft part. Try dry fit testing before secring parts with superglue drop.



All the upper &amp; lower pins of these two bars should be simultaneously aligned onto

the upper drive shaft’s slots and control stick &amp; drive shaft part cranks as shown

on picture. Avoid violent moves while installing to prevent damage on plastic material



This is how the model should look like when both bars correctly installed on upper

drive shaft unit and attached in place by inserting pins into slots (marked with red

circles). Same time bars need to be linked downwards with control stick &amp; drive shaft



The kit contains two (2) identical rotor blades. Attach each one of the rotor blades

onto rotor head by inserting into the slots found on each rotor head sides as shown

in above picture. Avoid violent moves &amp; use cyanoacrylate super glue to secure parts



This is how parts should look like when correctly installed. Keep in mind that rotor

blades rotate counterclockwise direction (as seen from above). Also pay attention to

the correct pitch orientation and how the rotor blades are attached on rotor head.



Install the rotor head with both rotor blades on the top of upper drive shaft unit,

as shown in above picture. Try dry fit test before final gluing, avoid violent moves to

prevent plastic material damage and use cyanoacrylate super glue for best results.



This is how the built miniature should look like. Model mounting on diorama base is

recommended to evenly distribute weight and not stress the miniature’s structure or

the landing gear or the rotor blades, to avoid collapse or plastic material breakage.
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